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1. Introduction

A betrayal is an act committed by one or more agents that a community either judges to be morally an
abuse of its trust or that it has defined formally to be a breach of faith.[1] As a socio-cultural
phenomenon, betrayal therefore marks not just the boundaries of a community’s norm and value
framework, but also who belongs to that community. The betrayer figure thus becomes part of the
field of remembrance in which heroic figures, martyrs, victims and villains are constantly the subject of
negotiation processes and in competition with one another.[2] Accordingly, the betrayer figure
represents not merely a negation of the heroic; rather, the accusation of betrayal also holds a
potential to deconstruct heroic figures that can hardly be underestimated.

2. Heuristic definition of betrayal

Although everyday forms of betrayal such as cheating on a partner or snitching on schoolmates are
also qualitatively opposed[3] to the norm and value framework of a community, the following
observations will focus on extraordinary instances of betrayal.
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Narratives of betrayal and loyalty shape the collective memory of communities[4] across both time
and space, and they point to the ambivalent interrelation between the heroic and its negations. While
betrayal is regarded as one of the communicative mechanisms that give structure to the imaginary
field of the heroic, in conceptual terms it can be defined as the antithesis of the heroic deed.[5] In this
sense, betrayal is to be characterised as exceptional because a breach of trust is hardly perceived as
an everyday act. The breach of social, cultural or political norms reveals the transgressive character of
this act, which has an immense emotional and moral power because it challenges collectively
recognised norms. However, unlike the heroic deed, betrayal provokes negative reactions at the
moment in which it is perceived by a community as an abuse of confidence or as a breach of trust.[6]

Like the heroic deed, in order to become an element of individual and collective interpretations of
reality, an act of betrayal must always be embedded in a narrative that suggests coherence. This
narrative is characterised by a tripolar structure: the perpetrator(s) of the betrayal, the ‘betrayers’,
commit an act of disloyalty against one or more ‘betrayed’. For an act of betrayal to be credibly
communicated, there must also be an object for the sake of which the act was committed. This can be
another person such as a friend, a tangible thing like a prized possession or an abstract idea like a
nation.[7] The betrayer does not necessarily need to intend to cause harm to their community if they
can claim to be serving a higher purpose.[8]

Therefore, whether or not there has been an act of betrayal depends on the moral, political and legal
notions of the community, and not least on the specific historical context in which the act is assessed.
If that context changes, potentially new room for interpretation opens up in which the act of betrayal
can be re-evaluated. Just like heroes, betrayers are also constantly subject to processes of
reinterpretation, which means that they can be assessed differently even within the same community.
In this tension between complex temporal relations and social ambiguity of the imaginary field of the
heroic, different assessment scenarios of transgressive acts play out. Inferences can in turn be drawn
from these scenarios about a community’s notions of the socio-cultural and political order.

3. The relation between betrayal and the heroic

Both treacherous and heroic figures transgress the prevailing norm and value framework of a
community. Their socio-cultural construction can be understood as boundary work through which the
social order is negotiated and actualised constantly.[9] However, in contrast to a heroic deed, social
boundaries cannot be lastingly shifted by an act of betrayal. On the contrary, the disloyalty of the
betrayer makes the community aware of its violated moral boundaries. The betrayer uniquely
symbolises which norm breaks are not tolerated. He stands between the community and ‘the others’,
and he appears in the narrative as the one who has left his own group behind and embraced another
norm and value framework. In this sense, the betrayer’s transgression also often has a physical
component because it entails the defection to another community. In ideal-typical terms, the
betrayer’s own community ends where the act of betrayal is no longer regarded as such.[10] Whoever
accepts the betrayal also reveals their divergence from the group and risks being excluded from the
community as well.
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In this context, as a social scapegoat, the betrayer becomes the focal point of collective attributions of
blame and personifies traits that a community considers to be negative.[11] Thus, the figure of the
betrayer serves to reduce complexity and create meaning. Betrayal therefore takes on an important
unifying function, as the ostracism and condemnation of the betrayer strengthens a community’s
cohesion and cements its moral framework. At the same time, the outcast traitor reminds the
community that group affiliation does not follow automatically from being born into a community, but
is linked to a value system that must be conformed with.[12]

In the contested imaginary field of the heroic, betrayal and the heroic are therefore in a close
dialectical interrelationship with each other. The heroic figure and the treacherous figure mark
processes of boundary work because they embody a dichotomous polarisation. They allow for a
simple opposition to crystallise out of a complex social situation. Communities can orientate their
identity and primarily their affects towards that opposition.[13]

But what happens when a heroic figure is confronted with accusations of betrayal and this meaning-
endowing dichotomy collapses? Such an event presents a community with an exceptional challenge,
particularly in moments of dynamic transformation experiences. If heroic figures are perceived as
personifications of socially recognised norms, then not only does their being reinterpreted as a
betrayer constitute a direct deheroization, the social norm and value framework embodied by the
hero is also abruptly subjected to (re)negotiation.

Accusations of betrayal and the breach of trust they imply are particularly serious for heroized actors
since it can be assumed that an especially high degree of trust is placed in heroic figures. Heroic
figures have their contingency-reducing function not least because of this social resource, which is
essential for social cohesion.[14] In the case of a heroized actor, the perceived relationship of trust
between the actor and his/her followers is based on the exceptional meaning that is attributed to the
hero. Furthermore, the emotional bond between the hero and his/her followers suggests a close
reciprocal relationship of loyalty that is constantly substantiated by the heroization. It is irrelevant
whether or not this loyalty is real. Through the followers’ belief, it becomes a constitutive element of
their interpretation of reality.

Through trust and the loyalty based on it, the heroic figure helps to cope with experiences of
contingency and to reduce uncertainties. At the same time, these two social resources structure the
expectations of the hero and compel him to act in accordance with them. A heroized agent is expected
to not betray the trust of the community and to act loyal to it. If this expectation is not fulfilled,
disappointment is evoked, which does not necessarily have to lead to an accusation of betrayal,
however. For that to happen, an active deed and a further transgression is necessary that some of the
hero’s followers no longer interpret positively. If that happens, an accusation of betrayal is levelled
against the heroized agent and their interpretation as a heroic figure is upended. Through the
betrayal, the hero becomes a perpetrator. The ensuing deheroization processes are supposed to
meaningfully explain the breach of both trust and loyalty, as well as stabilise the collective norm and
value framework. Norms that were previously considered certain must now be renegotiated and
possibly modified. An act being judged a betrayal marks the collective attempt to confirm normatively
the validity of the value framework that the previously heroized figure has transgressed.
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However, an act of betrayal can also lead to a transformation in the community of admirers if the
action that forms the basis of the accusation of betrayal is interpreted positively. The tripolar narrative
between the betrayer, the betrayed and the object of the betrayal being open to interpretation results
in not every affected party interpreting the betrayal as such. In this case, a betrayal reveals
interpretational struggles in particularly impressive fashion. These struggles are enlightening for
social self-interpretations, and they are waged via the ambivalent interrelation between the heroic and
betrayal.

4. Historical case study: heroization and betrayal during the First World War

The relation between heroization and betrayal was manifest in particular fashion during the First
World War.[15] The mobilisation of millions of people and the mass casualties put immense strain on
the warring societies. From August 1914 onward there were constant calls for solidarity between the
frontlines and the home front. However, at the same time, numerous betrayal narratives emerged.
Behind it all was the fear that the Burgfrieden truces from summer 1914, rhetorically celebrated time
and again, might fall apart in the reality of total war. In Russia, the pivotal year 1917 proved in
dramatic fashion what effects polarisation within a society could have and how the heroization of
defenders of the fatherland at the military fronts could turn into the intra-societal conflict of a bloody
civil war. Hence, under the burden of industrialised mass warfare, the question of everyone’s loyalty
intensified.

While many conventional notions of military heroism were called into question by qualitatively and
quantitatively novel experiences of war, such as the death of millions and visible invalidity, notions of
betrayal developed in all of the warring societies – be it in spies and enemy foreigners or in those
individuals who attempted to shirk the burdens of war. Omnipresent, alleged ‘draft dodgers’ and
‘profiteers’ stood in contrast to the heroized war effort of the national communities. The heroization of
the combatants at the frontlines or of the labourers and women on the home front were given a
particularly suggestive context by referencing alleged betrayers on the home front.

One particularly impressive example of the betrayal motif was Prime Minister Georges Clemenceau’s
presentation of the French government’s programme in the Assemblée nationale on 20 November
1917.[16] During his speech, Clemenceau referred to the link between the home front and the fighting
soldier as the core of the heroic nation in war: “One sole and simple duty: stand by the soldier, live,
suffer, fight with him. Abstain from all that does not belong to the fatherland”. In emblematically
identifying the entire nation with the heroized normal soldier, the poilus, Clemenceau was responding
to the crisis of spring 1917, when mass mutinies had occurred on the Western front and, at the same
time, there had been strike movements on the home front in France. Clemenceau was now
demonstratively acknowledging the French recruits, the labourers in the factories, the farmers in the
fields, but also women and children. Above all, he opposed any pacifist stance. Even just the suspicion
of defeatism appeared to be a betrayal of the sacrifices and burdens shouldered because of the war:
“No pacifist campaigns, no German intrigues any longer. Neither betrayal nor semi-betrayal: war, only
war.”[17]
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As the war entered its decisive phase in late summer 1918, such betrayal narratives lost their
relevance in the countries of the victors, while in Germany the ‘stab in the back’ metaphor became the
most significant explanation for the defeat and the revolution (cf. fig. 1). One year after the dramatic
upheaval of defeat and revolution, Paul von Hindenburg, the former head of Germany’s Third
Supreme Army Command, testified before the Reichstag’s parliamentary commission of enquiry
whose mandate it was to clarify the circumstances surrounding the country’s collapse in autumn 1918.
On 18 November 1919, Hindenburg endorsed the narrative of the internal betrayal of the frontline
heroes, who were militarily undefeated, by a home front infiltrated according to the example of the
Russian Bolsheviks. Hindenburg was drawing upon a comment attributed to the British general
Frederick Maurice that had appeared in a December 1918 article of the Neue Zürcher Zeitung and
seemed to verify this claim: “An English general rightfully says: ‘The German army was stabbed in the
back.’ […] Where the blame lies is clearly evident. If even more proof were needed, then it is in that
quoted phrase of the English general and in the boundless astonishment of our enemies at their
victory.”[18]

Fig. 1: Caricature on the stab-in-the-back legend

Philipp Scheidemann and Matthias Erzberger
as backstabbers

Caricature, 1924. Translation of the caption:
“That is you! You scoundrel! / Germans,
remember this!”

Source: User:Before_My_Ken / Wikimedia
Commons; published in: Gold, Helmut /
Heuberger, Georg (Eds.): Abgestempelt.
Judenfeindliche Postkarten. Auf der
Grundlage der Sammlung Wolfgang Haney.
Heidelberg 1999: Umschau/Braus, 268.
Licence: Public Domain

Already in spring 1919, against the background of the peace conference taking place in Paris and the
persistent instability of the new democratic republic in Germany due to the threat of civil war, this
stab-in-the-back motif developed an enormous dynamic as a betrayal narrative. It stood in contrast to
the suggested heroism of the frontline soldiers returning home, and, after the war had ended, lent
itself to being used against those who were participating in the young republic. In March 1919, the
theologist and publicist Ernst Troeltsch discussed how the unique motif of betrayal advanced the
polarisation of Germany’s political culture: “Hatred must be fomented in moral terms against the
majority; against social democracy with the charge of having destroyed the German Empire; against
democracy with the accusation of being Jewish, mammonistic, un-German and international; against
both with the catchword ‘antinational’.”[19]

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Stab-in-the-back_cartoon_1924.jpg
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However, in the societies of the victors as well, betrayal narratives after the war served to distinguish
even more clearly between heroization and deheroization. In Belgium for instance, which had been
occupied by the Germans since the beginning of the war and experienced all variations of
collaboration between the occupiers and the occupied, there was a collective épuration. This process
focused on the symbolic purging of all those from the Belgian nation who were accused of betraying
the nation during the war.[20] This violence was directed against actual or alleged war profiteers and
speculators, but also repeatedly against those who were accused of collaborating with the German
authorities or military. Women who were suspected of having had sexual relations with German
soldiers had their heads shaved and were driven through cities and villages for all the public to see –
the alleged betrayal corresponded to the ideal of the loyal wife who awaited the return of her
husband.[21]

The punishing of betrayal in the period of épuration enabled at the same time a particularly
accentuated heroization of the victims. While the Frenchman Gaston Quien just narrowly escaped a
conviction before a military tribunal in Paris in 1919 on charges of having turned over nurse Edith
Cavell to the German authorities and thereby being responsible for her conviction and execution,
there were several death sentences handed down in Belgium against informants. In light of the
collaboration, these emotionally highly charged trials served to substantiate the heroized self-image
of a Belgian martyr nation in the war. The publicised and sanctioned betrayal appeared as the
reprehensible exception of a small few. Hence, the personalisation of guilt and collective exoneration
were also part of the mechanism of heroization and betrayal.[22]

These mechanisms fostered a complex transformation of nationalism after the war. This new
nationalism entailed intensified exclusion and aggressive revisionism. In several respects, it found its
basis in wartime experiences: in casting suspicion against ‘enemy aliens’, supposed ‘defeatists’,
‘traitors’, ‘draft dodgers’ and ‘profiteers’ and in defaming every concession as defeatism and betrayal
against the heroized nation and its sacrifices.[23]

5. Historical case study: from hero to traitor – Philippe Pétain

The interrelation between heroization and betrayal is particularly evident in the example of Philippe
Pétain (1856-1951).[24] During the First World War, Pétain was one of the commanders of the French
troops at the Battle of Verdun in 1916. After the war, he was linked with that emotionally charged
place of remembrance through a multilayered heroizing narrative. Pétain also held central military
offices and, as a heroized marshal, remained a latent figure of French memory culture regarding the
First World War. After France’s defeat against Nazi Germany, he became the head of state (chef d’État)
of the Vichy regime in July 1940 and remained in that office until the regime’s end in late summer
1944. In August 1945, he was convicted of treason and banished to the Île d’Yeu, where he spent the
remaining six years of his life.[25] The accusations of betrayal levelled against Pétain from the summer
of 1940 onward had a deheroizing and delegitimising effect. Pétain’s is a prime example of how this
effect can be understood in light of the trust that had been placed in him: trust was particularly
important for both the heroic and the treacherous figure that Pétain represented.
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The ability to build trust became one of the most important qualities that distinguished the heroic
figure Pétain early on[26], and it would remain such up through the 1940s. In French society, this
attribute was associated with further qualities that pointed primarily to an outstanding character:
strength of nerve, resolve, willpower and benevolence formed the basis for French soldiers and the
entire nation placing their trust in Pétain.[27] These attributions became part of the state cult of
personality that was maintained around Pétain during his rule as chef d’État between 1940 and 1944.
The fragile political system created a state-bearing ideology that was based essentially on the unifying
figure of the head of state.[28] Pétain himself often legitimised his claim to power using a rhetoric of
trust. In as early as his first radio address to the nation as head of state, he swore: “In order to
accomplish the immense task ahead of us, I need your trust. Your representatives have given me your
trust in your name.”[29] In conformity with this rhetoric, Vichy-conform biographers often called upon
the French people to place their trust in the marshal.[30] This meant the same as trusting the new
state system and the ideology of the révolution nationale. Trust was a significant socio-cultural and
political resource in Vichy France. In both social and political terms, it proved to be an advance
payment, however, that lost value quickly when the expectations that had been created were not
fulfilled.

That point was reached for a large part of the French populace by no later than spring 1942.
Deheroization processes that had already been evident since the summer of 1940 now developed a
new dynamic. The trust in the head of state sank as a result of the regime’s inherent political
impotence, the more intensive collaboration and a deteriorating supply situation.[31] The resistance
against the regime coalesced not just around Charles de Gaulle in his London exile, but also formed at
various levels and in different locations within France.[32] A recurring argument in the deheroization
and delegitimisation processes was accusing Pétain of having betrayed the French people. That act of
betrayal was explained most commonly by a striking weakness of Pétain’s character, who was
portrayed either as defeatist, power-hungry or decrepit. In parallel to the official adoration of Pétain in
the Vichy regime, an opposing, invective discourse about the head of state emerged.[33]

Within France, numerous underground newspapers and pamphlets accused Pétain of betraying
France. Three arguments were put forward: first, he had signed the armistice by which France was not
defeated, but betrayed and sold out. At the moment in which other occupied countries began
resisting, he had bowed before Hitler in Montoire, the man who had had French hostages shot.[34]
The second moment of betrayal related to the illegal usurpation of state authority:

“The government of a Pétain or a Laval that ignores all laws on which their authority is
based is illegal. It is a usurped power. No citizen is legally or even morally obliged to subject
himself to it.”[35]

The opponents of the regime saw the third moment of betrayal in the collaboration with the German
occupiers.[36] Precisely this last point took on the quality of an accusation against Pétain, namely that
he had outright engaged in a conspiracy against the Third Republic, which he had been working to
overthrow since the 1930s. He had supposedly achieved that goal in summer 1940:
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“And the betrayal continues under the abominable dictatorship of the defeated military
officers. At its head is the marshal, who orders the French to submit to the law of the victor.
To follow the marshal means to accept slavery forever.”[37]

The last point conveyed a clear political message: whoever accepted the rule of the ‘traitor’ was
making themselves slaves. The accusation of betrayal proves to be a powerful instrument of political
and social control. Equating Pétain with the regime meant that the deheroization of the head of state
could become a key political strategy for delegitimising and destabilising the État français. The
accusation of treason proved to be one of the most potent weapons in the propaganda battle for the
future of France during the Second World War.

These accusations in no way disappeared after the Vichy regime ended. The unifying function that
Philippe Pétain acquired as a treacherous figure after the end of the war became apparent when he
was tried for high treason in July and August 1945 (fig. 2).[38] The disputes and points of conflict that
had already plagued the Third Republic were concealed at the moment the traitor was identified and
sentenced. In this case, Pétain’s ‘betrayal’ became a deception that was to bridge the country’s four
years of internal turmoil and strengthen the social cohesion within the new Fourth Republic. With
Pétain’s conviction, negative passions and internal conflicts were bundled together and personified in
a prominent player, which resulted in French society failing to critically examine its own history.[39]

Fig. 2: Philippe Pétain

Philippe Pétain during his trial for high
treason

Paris, 30 July 1945. Anonymous photograph.

Source: User:Guise / Wikimedia Commons
Licence: Public domain, copyright expired
(German Act on Copyright and Related Rights,
§ 66 UrhG)

As was made clear in the introductory remarks, trust is a constitutive element of betrayal. If a majority
of a community sees a breach of that trust, it will lead to the ostracisation of the betrayer, who
becomes a surface on which to project negative emotions. The example of Philippe Pétain makes clear
that it is in no way obvious when such a point is reached. Had the majority of French society regarded
Pétain’s actions in June 1940 as betrayal, he would not have been able to hold his position as head of
state even with military force considering the weakness of the French army. Intelligence reports also

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Proc%C3%A8s_P%C3%A9tain.jpg
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testify to the marshal’s wide popularity amongst the French people through to 1944. It is not possible
to know how many French considered Pétain to be a hero and how many saw him as a betrayer. In the
collective memory of the French, both figures were and still are interrelated in a way that has not been
entirely clarified. The reference to both the heroic and treacherous figure of Pétain still serves the
purpose of negotiating the moral and political norm and value framework of French society, and in the
first decades of the 21st century, it has also hardly lost any relevance for the self-discussion of French
society.

6. Perspectives

This article is limited largely to one variety of treacherous conduct that is suited to shed light on the
relation between betrayal and the heroic from an ideal-typical viewpoint. An approach guided by ideal
types only ever constitutes an attempt that can never completely do justice to the variety of human
experience. In light of this, the final part of this article critically reflects on the definition of betrayal
that has been given herein using a number of archetypal figures.

There are forms of betrayal that cannot be situated in the field of the heroic. The ‘everyday’ breach of
trust is antithetical to the exceptional heroic and its negations. When a pupil tells the teacher that a
number of classmates were disobedient, she might be ostracised from the class for a short time and
shunned as a betrayer or telltale. However, she has met the social expectation of sincerity and honesty
placed on her. This example critically illuminates the assumption of transgressiveness, exceptionality
and the implicit agency of the ‘betrayer’.

In addition, there are certainly also positively connoted forms of treacherous conduct. The political
whistle-blower of the 21st century makes this ambivalence plain. On the one hand, he threatens
national security; on the other hand, he represents core democratic and rule-of-law values. The
example of the whistle-blower also demonstrates that betrayal is a constant in political
communication.[40] Whether and when betrayal needs to be regarded as such, or even sanctioned,
depends most of all on the interpretation of the act of betrayal.

The figure of the spy likewise eludes clear classifications in the web of interrelation between betrayal
and the heroic. The spy’s unequivocal mission is to be accepted into other communities and make
their knowledge accessible for the benefit of the spy’s own community. Thus, betrayal is a constitutive
element of the heroized protagonist in the genre of the spy narrative. Spies are suspect even when
they reveal heroic qualities. When they save human life, their country or even the world, “they
nevertheless operate in secret, and in so doing are not seldom perpetrators in a negative sense”.[41]

Finally, it also bears referencing the deserter, a status which is legally defined. By committing the act
of insubordination or desertion, such figures also commit treason, thereby distancing themselves
from their communities as typological anti-heroes. Insubordinate figures generally cannot expect to
be able to join another community, as the burden of the crime attributed to them emanates beyond
their former groups. In this sense, the insubordinate individual does not mark the boundary between
‘us’ and ‘the others’, but between ‘us’ and ‘oneself’.

https://www.compendium-heroicum.de/lemma/agency
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These and similar examples break open the dichotomy between betrayal and the heroic, and add
additional facets to it. The heuristic definition of betrayal and the figure of the betrayer proposed in
this article provide a set of tools with which these figures can be analytically comprehended and
integrated into a broad concept of the heroic. To regard betrayal as a communicative mechanism that
contributes to structuring the imaginary field of the heroic directs attention to the discursive
negotiation processes and interpretational struggles through which the social norm and value
framework is challenged, explained and, in some cases, constructed. Although not every treacherous
figure can be located within in the imaginary field of the heroic, this concept still helps to decipher the
complex web of interrelation and interdependence present in social constructions of reality, including
heroization and deheroization processes.
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